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COMMENT ON THIS ISSUE

As indicated under the articles concerned, two of the
essays in this issue are reprints of material which has appeared in Christian EconomiCS, a fortnightly paper pub·
lished by the Christian Freedom Foundation, Inc. whose
address is 250 W. 57th Street, New York City, N. Y. This is
a nOIl.pro6t organization which now offers this periodical
free of charge to all who wish to receive it, hoping to
receive an aonual contribution from its readers. The Editor
is Howard E. Kershner, the Managing Editor, George H.
Cless, Jr., and the Assistant Editor, Rev. 1. E. Howard. The
purpose is stated as follows: "We believe in less government, the free market, and the faithful application of
Christian principles to all economic activities." We recommend this paper to our readers. This does not imply, of

course, that we agree with all it contains; but we do approve of its general trend and of its objective as stated in
the words just quoted. We have permission to quote from
it a t will.
The only new contributor to this issue is Rev. Jack L.
Vander Laan, the pastor of the Christian Reformed Church
of Leighton, Iowa. His article was originally a paper read
at an Evangelism Seminar held last September and was
sent to us by the author at the suggestion of Dr. Dick Van
Haisema, Minister of Evangelism of the Christian Reformed
Church. We believe our readers will find it interesting
and stimula ting. Ministers and layworkers in rural areas
will find it profitable reading.

"The only theology thal the Bible knows is the Reformed faith ." DR. JAMES I. PACi:ER
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Pointed Paragraphs:
COMPLEMENTARY TRUTHS AND HERESY

COMPLEMENTARY TRUTHS AND THE REFORMED FAITH

Christian theology consists largely, if not exclusively,
of pairs of complementary truths. Divine sovereignty and
human responsibility, the deity of Christ and his humanity.
election and the covenant of grace, reprobation and the
sincere offer of the gospel, Christianity as doctrine and as
life, the guidance of the church into the truth by the Holy
Spirit and the right of private interpretation of Scripturethese are a few examples.

Calvinists are wont to claim that the Reformed faith is
Christian theology in its purest expression. A claim made
perhaps less frequ ently for the Reformed faith is that it is
the fullest expression of Christian theology. Yet the latter
claim is no less just than is the form er.

The relative emphasis to be placed on each of two com·
plementary truths often presents a problem.
Room must be left, as regards that emphasis, for some
difference among brethren. A seminary student, let us say.
takes a special interest in Dogmatics. In his 6rst charge he
will, as a faithful minister of the divine Word, stress
strongly both life and doctrine, but he is almost sure to
put the greater emphasis, relatively speaking, on Christian
doctrine. A classmate of his takes a special interest in
Ethics. In his first charge he will likewise, as a faithful
minister of the divine Word, stress strongly both doctrine
and life, but he is likely going to put the greater emphasis, relatively speaking, on the Christian life. Who will
say that there is anything objectionable about such a difference?

On the other hand, a difference of emphasis may be
truly reprehensible.
We human beings find it exceedingly difficult to keep
our balance. That holds for theologieal balance, too. And
so it may easily happen that a minister  or someone else stresses a truth to the detriment, although not the complete
neglect, of its complement. To do so is incipient heresy.
For instance, one may exalt the church's creeds so highly
as to leave IittJe room for interpretation of Scripture by the
individual Christian. Then he is on the foad to Roman
Catholicism. On the other hand, he may place so much
emphasis on the right of private interpretation as to detract
from the value of the church's confessions. In that case he
inclines to Anabaptism.

All of us have in us 'a strain of rationalism. That makes
it extremely difficult for us to accept the paradoxes of Holy
Writ. As in many instances  not all complementary
truths are patadoxical, we are often tempted to accept one
and to reject the other. That is not incipient but outright
heresy. For example, he who accepts ' the humani ty of
Christ but rejects his deity is a heretic. So is he who does
the reverse. Likewise, to deny, in the interest of reprobation, the plain Scriptural teaching of the sincere offer of the
gospel is heresy, and to reject the plain Scriptural teaching of reprobation in the interest of the sincere offer of the
gospel is no better.
R.B.K.
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It is thc glory of the Reformed faith that it accepts
complementary truths of Scripture without detracting from
either, and that it accepts both teachings even when they
are paradOxical; that is, when it is impossible to reconcile
them with each other before the bar of human reason.
In other words, the Reformed theology is not a closed
system every part of which according to the laws of human
logic fits in perfectly with every other part. Contrariwise.
when the Calvinist is completely certain that a matter is
taught in the Word of God, he takes that matter into his
system, whether it seems to fit in or not. For him the test
of truth is not human feason but the Word of God. He
willingly subjects human logic to the divine logos.
Following is an example.
It has often been said that theological truth consists of
two hemispheres  divine sovereignty and human responsibility, and that the Calvinist balds the form er, the Arminian
the latter. It is difficult to conceive of a more serious perversion of fact. Obviously, Arminianism does violence to the
sovereignty of God. It teaches that God chose sinners unto
everlasting life, not in sovereign love, but on the ground
of foreseen faith. It even dares to say that God cannot
save a sinner without the sinner's consent and thus makes
salvation dependent ultimately on the will of man. Does
Calvinism do violence to human responsibility? Instead
of stressing it less than does Arminianism, Calvinism
stresses it more. According to Arminianism God adjusts his
demands to the enfeebled powers of man and never requires of him what he is unable to do. According to Calvinism God often demands of man what he cannot do.
For instance, although no man can come to Christ in faith
except the Father draw him, God requires faith of everyone
to whom the gospel comes and holds him responsible in case
he does not believe,

The Reformed faith embraces "the whole counsel of
God" (Acts 20,27).
R.B.K.
NEEDED: CALVINISTIC ACTION

"Calvinists can in no sense be a 'quiet' party, content if
they can only IX>ssess within their own circle those things
which make for the fulfillment of their spiritual needs.
More than any other group they are a party of action, of
holy 'agitation: To agitate is for them a matter of devotion
to duty."

three

These words are attributed to a great Cahinist of a
previous generation (Prof. D. P. D. Fabius ). I believe they
are true insofar as they attempt to reBect the kind of dymImic witness which Calvinism ought to send forth. They
are also disturbing, because we seem to fail to demonstrate
that kind of "agitation" in our time and in this land.
It would be very easy for anyone to assert that many
Calvinists today are satisfied to make a very quiet (some
call it dignified) witness to the theological superiority of
traditional Calvinist positions, raising their well-modulated
voices only occasionally at some learned conference or in
some theological journal. And anyone could point to the
fact that many a pastoral prayer in divine worship regularly
expresses a sense of gratitude to the Almighty for the privilege of worship without molestation.
For Calvinist theology and for worship true to the Word
every one ought to be very grateful. But if we were
really convinced of this sound doctrine, and genuinely
gripped by this unresisted, unmolested preaching of the
Word, wouldn't we agitate as a party 0/ actionP
Or is perhaps the best theology and the purest preaching meaningless unless it is known and heard in faith by
those willing to be properly active and vocal in the good
tradition of John Calvin? I think sol
J.H.P.
A "THAW" MEANS THIN ICE

The Kremlin's top-notch psychological war machine is
hard at work. These post-graduate experts in subtlety are
getting just the headlines they want in the American press.
One recent headline intimated that a "thaw" was coming
in the cold war between the V.S. and the U.S.S.R.
These masters of deceit are plying the newly inaugurated President Kennedy with unabashed flattery. They
are busy polishing him up so fine that, compared to that
war-monger and imperialist Eisenhower, Kennedy is a saint
wearing the twin crowns of wisdom and peace. Then they
pulled that splendid stroke, releasing the two American
flyers. We all rejoice in this release, of course. But why
was it done? For humanitarian reasons? Out of concern
for these men or their families? The prison camps of
Siberia give the plain answer to those questions. These
shrewd manipulators of minds and emotions gave America
an emotional Bing to be added to the experience of hailing
a new administration with a new mistress of the White
House who stirred inane reactions to her hairdo, her
clothes, and even her nose.

ing their cause somewhere in the "'Orld while America is
temporarily lulled.
Why do Americans insist on being so soft-headed?
When tile masters of the Kremlin make these seemingly
good gestures, what should we hear? Should we hear
about a relaxing of the cold war? Not at all. We should
hear about an intensification of the cold war. We should
be warned of new chilly blasts in this conflict in which we
are engaged.
Why? Because this so-called cold war is in reality a
hot war, the hottest of wars. It is basically an ideological
war, yes, a spiritual war. It is fundamentally the conflict of
the ages between those who say '1n Cod We Trust" and
those who say there is no God. In this warfare there is no
letup. In this warfare every friendly act of the enemy is
in reality an unfriendly act.
Let us pray for our new administration that they may
see this issue in its true, basic character. However, let's
face it - it's often hard for products of America's secularized education to see these deeper spirihIal issues. That is
part of our very serious problem.
Mr. Kennedy - there's thin ice ahead. Watch outl

E.H.
SPORT-LOVING; ALSO TRUTH-HUNGRY?

I was party to a great spectacle a few weeks ago: a big
crowd (more than 5,000), two well-coached, highly skilled
basketball teams, a historic rivalry, and, for this time, a very
satisfactory ending. Our side won. An enthusiastic fan in
my section of the hall excitedly reported that "the place
would have been sold out if there were twice as many
seats." I think he was right.
However, I couldn't help but contrast the enthusiasm
and interest of this fine occasion with another. Let me Ust
its features: a competent lecturer (just returned from a
year of study at the feet of the internationally famous Karl
Barth), a very signi6cant subject (What does Karl Barth's
theology mean for us? ), and a very strategic setting (the
chapel of the largest Calvinistic college in the worldl).
The Truth was honored in these IcchIres, as had been
promised by wide-spread announcements in a church community claiming tens of thousands of Christians "of Reformed persuasion."
Was there "a big crowd"? No, another two or three
hundred could have been seated in the 650 seat auditorium.

Is our new young president going to fall for all this,
even a tiny bit? Is there going to be a least relaxing of our
vigilance? Are any of the new men in high posts in government (in the State Deparbnent and at the V.N.) going to
fall for this crusty guile?

PROGRESSIVE INCOME TAXES

We earnestly hope and pray not. What has in the past
been called a "thaw" in the cold war has meant only one
thing - thin ice. It meant danger. It meant, and still means,
that these crafty sons of the father of lies are busy further-

The idea of progressive income taxes is one of the prominent items in the Communist Mani/esto. In fact, communism can be established in a country merely by the one
single device of a strongly progressive income tax. Such a
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Draw your own conclusions.
J.H.P.
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When the income ta."C was first passed, the universal e."(pectation was that the rate would never go beyond 100; or
J.2I. The minimum rate for Federal taxes is now 20$ on
ta.xable income. The higher rates are so punitive that no
b usiness decisions of consequence are made nowadays without considering tax consequences.
Once a man has enough money to live, he ought to start
giving his assets away to his children, in order to keep
taxes down.
Many men of great ability, whose work would be very
valuable for the community, retire from mone!l
- makin
~
activities because their tax rates are too high to make it
wortJl while for them to work any longer.
Some of the principal victims of progressive ta.""ation
arc churches, schools and charities. The prospects for
private colleges and charitable institutions in the country
are not good. At one time they got their principal support
from large gifts by the very wealthy. The government tax
policy is in the process of drying that up. However, the full
p rocess will take a considerable period of time, and the full
effects are not apparent yet.
The best material on the real character of progressive
income tax can be obtained from an essay b y Professor
Friedrich A. von Hayek entitled "Progressive Taxation Reconsidered ," pages 265ff., in a book of essays entitled 011
Freedom And Free Enterprise, edited by Mary Sennholz
( D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey).
The book, 1 am confident, will be in the Grand Rapids
library.
Just as an example of how d eceiving things can be, consider the 5z.t; income taxes which corporations pay. Even
most businessmen think that they pay it. Actually, the consumer pays it. Businessmen are obviously compelled to set
their prices so that they can get the necessary money in
order to pay their corporation income taxes. I have been
in business for 40 years, and for 40 years I have been helping to set prices in a manner to pass the corporation income
tax back to consumers.
A Christian Business Man
TIMELY EMPHASIS ON BIBLE STUDY

J. Edgar H oover has performed a great service in pointing out that Communists are fanatically devoted to their
"religion" because they are required to spend much time in
studying the original sources of their beliefs, that is, the
writings of Marx, Engel, and Lenin. All Communists are
urged to do this daily and to maintain a sched ule of reading
throughout youLh, in middle life and in old age.
In contrast, Mr. H oover asks, "Do we as Christians take
enough time to read tlle Bible, and the w ritings of our
prophets. seers and men of God during the past 20 centuries? Are we digging deep enough in the wells of our
faith?" Then Mr. Hoover adds, "Most truly, the Bible gives
TORCH and TRUMPET, March, 1961

inspiration, zeal, and guidance fo r Ufe. To neglect it is to
reduce our national vitality and strength."
Continuing, Mr. Hoover asks a series of questions which
every Christian should face and answer: "H ow many Christians read the Bible only on special occasions? How many
Christians set aside a certain amount of time each day or
week for reading religiOUS literature? D o some Christians
regard the Bible as a book only for children; do they think
that as adults they have outgrown it? Do we view the Bible
as an 'antique book' which has no message to our modem
age? Do we display the same 'iron will and Srm determination' to learn the Christian faith as the Communists do for
their ideology?"
H.E.K. in Christian Economics

HONORING ORTHODOXY

When, in religious discussion, marked differences of
ideas and feelings appear, some feel it best to drop the
matter. But if the subject really needs more consideration
or emphasis we ought to find a better way; a way to avoid
the "fire-works" but not the subject, a way to disagree
without being disagreeable. And if, due to human weakness, the earnest quest of truth involves a few "bumps" that
should not deter the quest.
Because of its high importance may we apply that approach to our discussions of orthodoxy? Whatever diHerences may obtain, let us emphasize our large measure of
agreement and then confer together to gain light on aspects
of divergence.
Surely, it is a time for us all to join in manifestly and
emphatically insisting that orthodoxy must be held highl
The dictionary reminds us that being orthodox means to
be "sound in opinion or doctrine, esp. in religious doctrine."
So inspired Paul insists on the ""form of sound words," on
"being sound in the faith" ( II Tim. 1:13, Tit. 1, 13; 2:2).
Such soundness has held, still holds, must hold an hOllored and guarded place among us if our church is to maintain its position and do its work for the Lord. Think again
of the volume our seminary p resident authored : "THE
CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHU RCH: A Study in Orthodoxy." Surely, we must watch, work, pray, and strive to
keep that characteristic; closely guided b y God's infallible
Word and by our Reformed Standards.
Orthodoxy will suffer among us if we to any extent, for
the sake of unity, compromise with even so-called slight
deviations from our Reformed Cl'eeds. But it wiII also
suffer if we become two camps with wid ening cleavages,
drifting farther apart instead of drawing closer together,
because we have fa iled to do our utmost to clarify the
issues a nd to seek a fruitful discussion of our diHerences.
Can we think of any area where we can more profitably
or more beautifully close ranks than in honOring orthodoxy?

C.H.
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JOHN WYCLIF
and the Road to Church Reform
by PETER DE JONG

HEN WE REMEMnER otlr debt to the Reformation we usually do not thillk of goi ng back 600 years
to n time more than a century before ~Iartin
Luther. Yet
in the fragmen tary records of the halfforgotten life of John
WycHE there is an anticipation of Reformation teaching
that deserves much more attention than it usually receives.

W

A POLITICAL BLIND AllEY

It is Cotthard Lechler who is credited with having written the first scholarly biography of WycHE in 1873 and for
the 6rst time setting forth most full y his teachings. From
his work we learn that the famous Oxford schoolman saw
the need of church reform throughout his career, but that
in middle life he was concerned especially about the ecclesiastical and political aspects of that need. He saw the
evils of the pope's usurpation of the rights of the English
king and his spoiling of the country. He saw the secularization of the church, the buying and selling of its offices, and
the corrupt morals of its clergy, and he tri ed to correct
Yet this
these evils by political attacks and t e aching~.
proved to be the wrong road out of the church's troubles,
Lechler points out, for it dea lt with the life of the church
but not its doctrine.
BACK TO TH E SCRIPTURES

In later life WycHf probed deeper into the basic, religious trouble of the church. Then his first step was to assert
"the fundamental principle that the H oly Scripture alonf! is
infallibly true and an absolute standard of truth." "No one
for centuries had so clearly recognized this truth and
established and defended it with such emphasis as Wyc1if."1
On the same subject, H erbert 'Workman in his standard
biography of the reformer points out, "No one can dl'ny
his constant appeal to the Scriptures as the primary and
absolute authority." This began early in his career and it
deepened. Although others shared his general view, he
differed from them in distinguishing between the Bible and
church teaching, just as Luther did over a century later.
He said, "Neither the testimony of Augustine nor Jerome,
nor any other saint should be accepted except in so fa r
as it was based upon the Scripture." "Scripture apart from
Canon Law is sufficient for the rule of the Church. By it
any novelty must be tested. To the current scorn of the
Bible. of which he complains, Wyclif trnces the evils in the
Church." He deplores the fact "that in his youth through
academic pride he had tended in the same direction." "He
laments the exclusion of Bible study from religious life and
the reluctance of officials to spread the knowledge thereof
among the people." Although he was not aJone in his
appeal to the authority of the Scriptures, he "added a new

doctrine, the right of every man . . . to examine the Bible for
himselI." '"The Holy Ghost teaches us the meaning of the
Scripture as Christ opened its sense to his apostles." Such
Bible knowledge is necessary for salvation, for "to be
ignorant of the Scriptures is to be ignorant of Christ." "All
the evidence shows that Wyclifs plea for the reading of the
Bible by the laity was a revolution, not an extension of an
existing practice."'a
WORKING WITH THE SCRIPTURES

The practical result of this growing conviction concerning
the crucial role of the Bible is seen in the Wyclif translation of the Bible. Whether his part in tile translation was
large or not, his convictions and leadership undoubtedly
had a great deal to do with the production of this work.
The old AngloSaxon translations had become unintelligible,
and his was the first translation of the whole Scripture or
any considerable part of it done in the Middle as distinct
from the Early English. The lack of printing at this time
kept the production of this new translation from becoming
as revolutionary an event as it might have been if it had
occurred later.3
In addition to translating the Bible and producing
English tracts to spread the knowledge of it, WycHf turned
his attention to tlle training of preachers. The failure of
the church to preach and teach the gospel had evidently
contributed largely to reduce it to its sorry plight. and
W ycHf called for preachers in each parish. This preaching
must be based on the Scriptures. The Word was to be the
spiritual power of the church to restore life to it. 4
w\Vyclif has made it clear that in his day three sorts of
sermons were known: the string of anecdotes. the scholastic
discussion, and the practical exposition of the Word. The
6rst two he condemned. To deliver moral exhortations
based on the Bible appeared to him the most useful function of a priest. Yet he was ready to confess that the anecdotal sermon was the most popular, as he complained that
it was the most usual. 'To sum men,' he said, 'it pleaseth
for to tell the tatis that they fynden in seintes lyves. or
withouten holi writt; and sich tIling pleasith ofte more tho
people:"s
Is there a more appropriate or more urgently needed
lesson in the church of today than this one which comes to
it across six centuries from the "morningstar of the reformation"?

---I. u.:hl.r.
Goth~rd-l<1'"
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4JS. 436.
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Ch'rb (19~)
Vol. II, llk. ill, pp. 149ISS.
3. Ibid, p. 187.
4. lh,d. 1'. 21J.
5. lIa"""\II. Bernard LDrd - TM p,,,tI.'s Fait";,. 1M T;fM '" W:ld;! (1919)
1I11. 19. 20.
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YES, IT'S KENNEDY
by HENRY J. KUIPER

E HAVE RECEIVED some criticism of last month's
article by one of OUT Canadian contributors entitled:
"So It's Kennedy." The writer of this article minimized the
danger of Roman Catholic interference in public affairs. I
wish to say that few if any of those in cbarge of TORCH AND
ThUMPET are in agreement with that writer's viewpoint
even though they approved the placement of his article.
Though this periodical is not an open forum, it does permit
~ e expression of opinions contrary to the views of its
cdito.rial staff, unless these conllict with what we hold to
be fundamentally sound principles.
As to the election of lli. Kennedy, we wish to make a
few observations. First, now that he has been elected President by the electoral college (whether he actually had
more votes than Richard Nixon in Illinois and Texas is
another question ) and sworn in as our chief executive,
it is our solemn duty as Christian citizens to honor him as
such and pray much for him . We fear that there is far
too little intercession among us, both in our homes and
churches, for those in authority, whether in Washington or
in our states, municipalities, and other local communities.
This is a serious omisSion, especially in view of the inspired
teaching of Scripture; as for example in I Timothy 2:2:
"I exhort, therefore, first of all that supplications, prayers,
intercession, thanksgiving be made for all men; for kings
and all that are in high place; that we may lead a tranquil
and quiet life in all godliness and gravity." Perhaps thcre
never has been a time when the extreme seriousness of
international crises and the enormous burdens and responsibilities of those who rule make it so imperative to obey
this apostolic command as in our own day.
Second, this writer did not fear Mr. Kennedy's election
to the presidency first of all because of the danger of increasing Roman Catholic prestige and intri gue. We do not
disavow such . fear; yet the prominence of the "'religious
issue" during the campaign should make the President ex:·
tremely cautious in this matter. There is reason to believe
that he will bend backward to avoid criticism on this score.
I said more than once in last year's political campaign that
if I were a Catholic I would not vote for Mr. Kennedy just
because his election would focus national attention on all
Roman Catholic attempts to enhance their influence in the
government. For example, how would President Kennedy

W
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ever dare to appoint an ambassador to the Vatican, or sUJr
port a movement to give parochial schools a fair share of
tax money, especially in view of his public utterances on
these matters?
We deeply regret the election of Mr. Kennedy because
we disagree with his economic principles and policies. His
avowed purpose is to extend the powers of tlle federal
govemme.nt far beyond what they were in the preceding
administration in order to control the economic life of our
country. While the nations of westem Europe are retreat·
ing from the Socialistic position that the State must direct
their entire economic system, our own country is quickening its pace in the pursuit of this Marxian objective which
is so contrary to all that Scripture teaches about the limited
powers of civil government and as well to our traditional
emphasis on private enterprise and a free economy.
We should not be misled by the promise of a balanced
budget when many more billions wiII be spent for public
welfare than ever before. Our huge public debt will in·
crease and rapid inBation will be the result. The New Deal
measures of former years were not availing to prime the
pump of a failing economy. The real causes of the present
recession are either beyond the reach of governmental in·
tervention and cure or are of such a nature as to make OUf
present administration unwilling to remove them. One of
the principal causes is the unreasonable demands of labor
unions and their failure to compensate for increased wages
with equivalent increases in productivity and efficiency.
However, there is one thing I should like to add. A free
economy does not imply that the government should never
do anything to prevent economic evils and abuses even
when they imperil the safety or welfare of the nation. For
example, President Kennedy has made it known that he
is in favor of compulsory arbitration in Jabor disputes which
result in long and costly strikes. The underSigned believes
that this measure should be used only when such disputes
threaten to paralyze our basic industries and upset our entire economy. It seems to us that the form er administration
has been too easy·going and patient in this matter.
For the rest, we hope that a coalition of the conservative
forces in Congress will succeed in checking, at least to a
large extent, the reckless spending on which the new administration is bent.
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God bless President Kennedy but at the same time
open the eyes of all Americans to the danger and futility of
a federally managed economy.

And, by the way, let those older people among us who
voted for Mr. Kennedy in the hope of larger social security

benefits consider that one of the measures contemplated by
the most influential among his advisers is to stimulate industry by removing certain deductions provided for in the
present income tax laws, such as the double exemptions of
$600.00 each for aU individuals over 651 This would impose
a heavy burden on many who are least able to bear it

What Caused the Great Depression?
by I. E. HOWARD

STOCK MARKET crash in 1929 and the Creat
" 'THE
Depression which followed proved the failure of
private enterprise and the need for government intervention.' This kind of economic pontification may be heard in
any gathering of 'liberals' and some books have been published in the recent past to give this neurosis intellectual
respectability.
"If one really wants to understand the causes of the
stock market crash of 1929 and the Great Depression which
foll owed, one should go back to Economics and the Public
WeI/are by Benjamin M. Anderson, published in 1949. The
late Dr. Anderson was in a position to know something
about the matter for he bad a grandstand seat as economist
for the Chase National Bank of New York during the
1920's and 30's.
"In his book, Dr. Anderson traces the roots of the New
Deal, as well as the crash of 1929, to 'an immense artificial
manipulation of the money market' beginning in 1924. 1n
fact, he carries this one step beyond that to the high protective tariH in vogue in the twenties which tariff gave credence to the argument: <Manufacturers are protected by
tariff, labor is protected by immigration laws, something
must be done for the farmer.' Thus, in 1927, when the
F ederal Reserve took its fin al and disastrous plunge into
deliberate inflation, the move was justified by the argument
that it was 'to help the farmer.'
'lhe expansion of bank credit which brought on the
e rash of 1929 and the ensuing Depression issued from three
waves of open market buying of government securiti es by
the Federal Reserve: first in 1922, second in 1924 and third
in 1927. As a result o r this action, deposits were created in
banks which expanded credit so that they were in a posit ion to make larger loans. This unneeded bank credit, D r.
Anderson points out, found its way into real estate mortgages, installmcnt finance paper and the security market.
The stock market boomed.
"The thi rd wave of expansion in 1927 was triggered by
the financial difficulties of England." In what follows the
writer describes a plan for a cheap money policy to bail
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England out of her financial difliculties. We now resume
our q uotation.
"'With the new credit expansion of 1927, the stock
market took off into the wild blue yonder. The Federal
Reserve became alarmed and tried to reverse themselves,
but it was too late. They sold securities and raised the
rediscount rate, but the boom went on. So mueh new money
had been created since 1922 that all measures of restraint
proved ineffective. Idle money in bank deposits rushed to
the stock market. The madness mounted until October 24,
1929 when an avalanche of selling marked the end of the
boom. The credit expansion was over.
"The Creat Depression followed. The New Deal followed. Instead of returning to a policy of sound money
and economic equilibrium, the New Deal plunged further
down the road of intervention and turned what was a brief
depression for Europe into a long and bitter one for
America.
"Dr. Anderson points out that the financial crisis of
1929 was mishandJed largely because there was no one in
a seat of authority who could remember how such a crisis
had been handled in the past. This loss of memory among
public leaders is a frighten ing thing. When intellectuals
recite that ' the crash of 1929 and tho Great Dcpression
proves the failure of private enterprise and the need for
government intervention' they prove that either they are
suffering from such a loss of memory or that they have
never seriously investigated the matter.
"If anything, this bit of history proves the fallacy of
thinking we can raise our standard of living by steadily exp.-mding money and credit. This bit of history proves that
government intervention in economic affairs can lead to a
disequilibrium of the economy with tragic consequences.

Economics and the Public W elfare is shot through with
moral lessons. Not that Dr. Anderson preaches. He does
not. However, he notes that at the root of many of the
mistakes that produced the tragedy of those years was
moral failure in high places.
- Christian Economics
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Some Distinctive Aspects

of RURAL EVANGELISM
by JACK l. VANDER lAAN

T

HROUGHOUT the world men and women work with
the soil wherever conditions pennit. Some do not
produce enough food for their own families. This is true
in areas in which there is not sufficient moisture, or where
there is not enough warmth. Others, however, produce
enough food to sell to others. They are able to sell their
products and from the income to purchase goods for the
well-being of their families. The conditions under which
the people of the world fann differ considerably. Some

have adequate homes, educational opportunities, and medical care. But many live in poverty and under the shadow
of disease. This is true in lands other than our own, but it
is also true to a certain extent in our country. Some who
fann have large farms to work, whereas others find that
their farm s arc much too small so that they are required
to supplement their income with work away from the farm.
The people who live in this way are those in rmal areas.
And many of them do not know Jesus as their Savior. They
must be reached for Christ.
This has been the task of the church of all ages. And
the church has addressed itself to this task throughout the
ages with varying degrees of enthusiasm and with varying
degrees of success. Missionaries have been sent out by the
church both into adjacent areas and into countries beyond
the border of the homeland. The work of the chmch in
America has been no different. And now the task facing
the Christian Reformed Church is still to see to it that
those who know not the Christ may come to know him and
the salvation that is available in him.
RURAl EVANGELISM HAS ITS OWN PROBLEMS

In this article we shall deal with the matter of bringing
the gospel to those who live in the rural areas of our land.
We shall discuss some of the distinctive aspects of rural
evangelism. We must not think that evangelism as it is to
be carried out in the rural areas of om land is much different than city evangelism. It is not. The principles are
the same. But the application of the principles is much
different. We shall concentrate on some of the differences
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which are significant in the work of rural evangelism. As
we consider the distinctive aspects of rural evangelism we
shall consider the problems that are faced by any church
which would take up this work. We shall consider, first,
The Problems in the Church; and secondly, The Problems
in the Field.

I.
UNREALIZED OPPORTUNITIES

Those in the rural church who are enthused about evangelism are likely to face the problem that many people
there do not recognize; namely, that there is work to be
done in rural districts. They will meet with outstanding
men in rural communities who say that there is no opportunity for evangelism in their areas. I recently read of
a young man who was called as a candidate to a mral
church. He chose the rural field because he felt that in it
was to be found a good opportunity to reach those unacquainted with salvation in Christ. After he had gotten
acquainted with the people in his chmch, he had a meeting
with his official board and suggested to the members that
a careful housetohouse survey be made within five miles
of the church to discover any unrcached families. Members
of the board smiled indulgently at their young pastor and
informed him that there were no unreached families in the
area. These members of the board had lived in the sur4
rounding territory most of their lives and knew all the
people personally.
The young pastor accepted the word of the board
members. However, after two years had passed, he began
to realize there were some people in the surrounding area
with whom he had gotten acquainted through business
contacts who did not seem to have any church relationships.
He succeeded in persuading his young people to make a
houseto·house canvass within a fivemil e circle of his
church. After the study had been made, he had the names
of fortyfour families who claimed no church connections.
nine

He announced this at the next meeting of the board. As
he mentioned the names one by one, a board member
would say, "Oh, but I know that his father always attended
church.... or "Why. his grandmother belonged to the Bethel
Lutheran Church," and so on. They did not think there
was work to be done, when there was plenty of it. This is
a problem that will face many who wish to undertake the
work of rural evangelism.

this \\ill be difficult if they have Dot spoken to their neighbors about such things before. And yet, every advautage
is theirs, just because they know their neighbor so well.
They are in the best position to determine the proper time
to approach their neighbor and what approach will be the
most effective. The advantage that such a person has ought
to be made clear to him, and he should be given encouragement to make use of this advantage. His obligation should
be made clear too.

LACK OF ENTHUSIASM

Another problem which must be faced is the lack of
enthusiasm on the part of many members of the church.
They may be outstanding members of the congregation in
certain respects, they may be good leaders in other things.
but they cannot be interested in the task of evangelism.
This is no doubt true in city churches too. Probably the
only churches in which you will find that this is not the
case are those which contain only first generation Christians. They have just newly experienced the redeeming
grace of God. They have recently come from a life of sin
and are filled with the joy of salvation. They realize very
keenly the need of others. But in most churches, and
surely in most rural churches, which generally have a long
history, it is inevitable that one must meet the problem of
a lack of enthusiasm. This must be made a matter of prayer.
The need of the people ought to be clearly presented to
those who are lacking in evangelistic zeal. They ought to
be reminded of the tragic end of these people if they do
not come to know Christ. And their responsibility to shed
light in this world must especially be pOinted out.
LESS EDUCATION IN RURAL CHURCHES

In the rural church in which the pastor or evangelism
committee is striving to inaugurate or advance a program
of evangelism there is another problem which must be met.
It is a fact that in rural areas the people do not have as
much education as members of an average city congregation. Schooling is not looked upon in quite the same light.
It is not necessary to have a high school or college education in order to plow a field. And thus there are still young
people who end their formal education with the eighth
grade. And such people are strongly inclined to think that
they are not qualified to do the work of witnessing. They
will hesitate to volunteer for making contacts with those
who do not know the gospel of salvation in Christ. These
people must be encouraged to do this work. One way to
do this is to show them that Christ chose disciples who
were not highly educated and used them for his work.

LAYWORKERS NEEDED

Many other obstacles will surely be faced in the endeavor to enlist the aid of members of the church in the
program of evangelism. But their aid is indispensable. The
minister cannot do the work alone. That has been one of
the roost serious mistakes that have been made in the past.
There are still many in the church who believe that when
they have a minister they are paying him to do their witnessing for them. But lay workers are a necessity. Someone
has said that you cannot win a war with only the graduates
of the military academy. That is very evident. But
thousands of ordinary fighting men are also needed. In the
church of Christ this is true too. The ministers cannot do
it all. If the task is left to them, it surely will never be
completed. They should guide the program. They should
lend their leadership and support. But laymen are needed.
Of this both city and rural churches must be convinced.
THE LACK OF OPPORTUNE TIME

There is another problem which is faced in the rural
church in getting the work of evangelism done. Those who
are unchurched or who are neglecting their church membership altogether must be contacted. Calls have to be
made. Members of the church will be needed to make
most of these calls. In the city church there are usually
several members who are available in the summer time.
They can go out just before and just after supper and make
these con tacts. They have jobs which give them this free
time. And this is possibly the best time to make contacts
in the city. The summer is surely much better than a cold
winter day. And the evening of the day is possibly the
best. too, because then the whole family is likely to be at
home. But this is a problem in rural evangelism. For the
farmers are not available at that time of the year, nor at
that time of the day. Many of them work from sun-up to
sun-down. And the people on whom they would call are
also busy at such times. Possibly the month of August is
best. because then the farmer is not nearly so busy as otherwise.

fAMILIARITY A HINDRANCE

In rural areas it is generally true that a man knows his
neighbors much better than the city-dweller does. They
have possibly livcd next door to each other for many years.
They may even have worked together. Some are inclined
to be hesitant about speaking to their neighbors about
Christ just because they know them so well. It is true that
ten

FAILURE TO WELCOME VISITORS

I have been in city churches of our denomination whose
members were not very friendly. They did not go out of
their way to make a visitor feel welcome. Yet as a rule, [
imagine. the city churches will be more friendly. and will
make visitors from the community feel more welcome at the
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ser,:'ices than is usually the case in a rural church. The
members have a con\'enient \Vay of standing in a circle and
talking to each other, \\ith the result that a visitor sees
only their backs and hardly dares try to enter the circle.
This is something that must be eliminated. A fine practice
is to have a welcoming committee greet the visito(S before
the service.. Perhaps it would. also be well to have a rotat·
ing committee of people who. make it a point to seek out
the visitors after the service and make them feel welcome.
If they have once been contacted and the contacts resulted
in attendance at the worship service, everything ought to
be done to .isee that such people are not discouraged by a
Jack of receptivity on the part of the members of the church.
PAST NEGLECT MAY REQUIRE EXPLANATION

Because of the failure of many a church to begin the
work of-evangelism as soon as the church was established,
there may be another: problem which will have to be faced,
Those who are contacted by the dlUrch will want to know
why th'e church has Qot been interested in them before.
They have. lived in the same place for several years already. The church was there all that time, and yet no one
from. the church ever .came before to talk to them about
their sour S. welfare. This is something which must be faced.
Those who make the calls must explain 'that the church
has failed in this duty up to that time. They must make it
clear that now, however, the church is concerned about
their eternal destiny.
RURAL MEMBERS OF CITY CHURCHES

Churches which are located in a city may havs a
responsibility toward the people living in the rural area.
Some of these churches have several families living in the
country. If the work of evangelism is practiced in such
cflwches it will likely be limited to thQ ru:ea immediately
around the church. And thus it will be confined to the city
alone, while the rural area is neglected. A smvey completed in 1952 covering two smali cities and an entire
~unty
in Wisconsin indicated this. The ~ore
flourishin g
churches were located in the two small cities. Their outreach and contact with peopie within ' the city limits was
highly commendable. In fact, in the one city of 5,000 less
than 8 per cent of the total adult population was without
a church. The rural area of the same county in which these
two cit~
. were I ~ated
showed quite a different picture.
Almost ' one third of the adult population had no church
membership. The opportunities were there, but were not
grasped. Such churches have a tremendous task facing
them. They should put forth eHort to reach the unchurched
in the rural areas surrounding them.

ll.

When considered from an objective point of view, it
may seem as though the solution to the problem of the
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unreached is a fairly simple one, even in the rural areas.
To install a prpgressive leadership in the local church,
develop an attractive program, and invite the unreacbed
apparently should result in a satisfactory solution. This,
however, is not the case. Today it is much more difficult
to persuade the unreached among us that they should
affiliate themselves with the local church than it is to take
the Christian church with its claims into an area where it
is relatively unknown. Most of the unreached people in
America today have a general knowledge of the work of
the church. Many of them have relatives in the church.
Others have had parents that were members of the church.
Consequently they are weJl acquainted with the ethical
standard of the Christian church. Often they conduct
themselves within the influence of this standard. Upon
being contacted for the church they \vill say that they are
just as good as the people who attend church and consequently they dq not feel any particular need for, or
attraction to, the local church. Someone has very pointedly
described such people as being inoculated with Christianity,
and consequently immune against it. This has been called
the post-Christian Age. '{his problem is found in the ru~
area and in the city situation alike.
THE PROBLEM OF DISTANCE

However, there are problems in the field of rural evan~
gelism which cause special difficulty in pursuing the work
of evangelism. The people are not found by the thousands
in a couple of city blocks as in Harlem. They are scattered.
Many of the people are quite isolated. Some of them are
located at considerable distance from the church. They
may use this fa ct as an excuse for not coming to church.
They say it is too far for them to come, though often this
is seen very clearly to be an excuse, since they do not find
it too far to come to do business during the week. True,
the isolation of the people in the country does make it a
little more difficult to make calls on the uweached. But
this is not an insurmountable difficulty. They can be contacted by mail from time to time, if necessary. Their neighbors can then make the calls. One will not be able to make
quite as many calls, but they can and must be made.
DIFFICULTIES IN CONNECTION WITH
SUNDAY SCHOOL AND D.V.B,S.

The Daily Vacation Bible School and the Sunday School
are put to good use by many city churches. In this way un·
churclled parents are contacted through the children and
frequently brought into the church. The Sunday School
cannot be used quite so effectively in a rural situation just
because, in some instances at least, the children have to be
brought from quite a distance. If they are to be picked up
and brought back after church there wiII scarcely be
enough time to do that. Daily Vacation Bible School is
usually held soon after school is dismissed for the summer.
But this probably would not work out quite so well in many
rural areas, because it is just at this time that the fanners
are very busy, and can use the children at home. For that
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reason Daily Vacation Bible School should probably be
conducted in the rural areas just before school begins in
the fall.
THE PROBLEM OF POVERTY

A real problem which is faced in the rural evangelism
program is the extreme poverty of some of the families
which are to be contacted. They live on small, poor fanns.
They can barely eke out a living. Some of them cannot
even do that. They have difficulty getting enough money
to buy their food and other necessities of life. Onc famil}'
that I contacted told me that they would come to church
as soon as they could afford to buy clothes that would be
fit to wear there. This is a problem. But with the help of
the diaconate of the church it can be solved. Here is a
wonderful way to use some of the stagnant money in our
benevolent funds - a wonderful way to show the mercy of
Christ to those who are in need.
The extreme poverty of some of the people results in
another problem for the church which would do the work
of evangelism in the rural areas. Because some are not
able to make a living on their farm, they are compelled
to work in the city in order to supplement their income.
The father tries to work the farm a little and hold down a
full-time job in town. It is very difficult to find a time
when you can visit him. During the day he works in toWD,
and at night when he gets home a great deal of work is
waiting for him. So he has to work into the night as well.
In addition, sometimes the mother works too. It is extremely difficult to try to contact such a family for Christ.
But in such a situation, the evangclistic worker must adapt
himself to the situation, and look for the rare occasions in
which there are breaks in such activity. Perhaps in such
circumstances it would be best to make the calls on a
Sunday afternoon.
lACK OF EDUCATION

On the rural field more often than in the city, it will
be noticed that the subjects of evangelism are lacking in
fonnal education. The truth of the gospel must be adapted
to their needs and to their ability to understand it. But
here the versatility of the gospel is seen very clearly. The
truth of Cod's Word should be put in such a way that it
can be understood even by those who have very little education. In presenting the necessity of faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ for salvation one can explain the passages of
Scripture which are not so deep and involved. We can
turn to such passages as those which refer to the wheat and
the tares, the sheep and the goats. These things will probably be easily understood by those who are working with
fi elds and livestock. This is by no means an insurmountable obstacle. In fact, those who are lacking in education
may often be more easily reached with the gospel than
those who have had considerable schooling.
Such people, however, may present another problem.
That is the matter of their assimilation into the church after
they have manifested an interest in the gospel. Especially
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this be true if the church is a city church. TbOse wbo
are lacking in education may feel out of place. They may
feel inferior. They are not as good as the rest of the members, they think. And thus, there is the problem of making
these people feel at home. I'm afraid that in the past many
churches have somewhat fail ed along this line. The fact
that our Church is known as a middle class Church does
not make this problem an easy one.

SHIFTING FARM POPUlATION

The work among rural people is becoming increaSingly
difficult because of another fact. The economic situation,
especially as it affects the fanner, has a bearing on this.
Many people cannot afford to own their own farm. More
and more fanners are renters. It is simply too expensive to
go into fanning on their own. The result is that those living on farms in such a situation do not stay in the same
place very long. There are more and more renters, but
there is less and less permanence. This makes the work of
evangelism more difficult because it often takes a great
deal of time before a person is brought by the Spirit of
God to a saving knowledge of Christ. Although this is true,
the church must nevertheless minister to the spiritual nccd.s
of these people, even though they may be living on a
certain farm for only one year.
FAMILIARITY WITH THE FAULTS OF CHURCH-MEMBERS

A problem which faces the evangelizing church, no matter where it is found , is that many of the members themselves are a hindrance to this work, because of the
discrepancy between their profession and their conduct.
But I believe that this is an even greater problem in the
rural situation than in the city because the unchurched
person in the country knows where his neighbor goes to
church, and he links the person with that church. For
that reason, he is likely to be prejudiced against the church.
It must be painted out to that person, that those who are
in the church are not perfect, and do not profess to be so.
lt should also be stressed that individual believers are dis·
satisfi ed with their own lives because there is so much sin
in them.
CONCLUSION

These, theD, are some of the problems which cause rural
evangelism to be distinctive. These are some of the reasons
why rural evangelism cannot be carried out in exactly the
same way in which it is done in urban areas. These problems must be looked upon as challenges to prove the
effectiveness of the gospel. Let us remember that the Word
of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any twoedged sword. Let us be like the apostle Paul who says in
Romans 1:16, "For I am not ashamed of the gospel: for it
is the power of Cod unto salvation ." In the face of these
problems let us go to Cod in prayer and ask him to help
us solve these problems, and to so guide us that we may
find the satisfactory answer in each case.
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Indifference
Stagnation
Bankruptcy
Apostasy
by CHRISTIAN HUISSEN

'l"I THArs TIllS WORLD coming to? Here is a quesV V lion asked by many thinking people. Is it not a
seething caldron of unrest, rebellion, anarchy? With the
Psalmist we pray, "Have respect unto the covenant: for the
dark places of the earth are fuU of the habitations of
cruelty" (Psahn 74:20). What is the Church coming to?
That too is a legitimate question. It seems that we urc
heading towards the super church by way of the ecumenical movement. And why not? Most denominations have
lost all reasons for separate existence. And if the same
question be asked about the Christian Reformed Church,
what reaction would there be?
Well, some of O Uf people would look at you in amazement. There is nothing in our Church that indicates the
need for asking this question. We are vigorous; our mission
program is running in high gear; our ministers, barring a
few exceptions, are preaching to capacity audiences; our
Christian schools are a monument to sacrificial giving, etc.
In others the question will create resenbnent. They regard
it as looking for trouble, heresy-hunting, rabble-rousing.
Let's muzzle these cantankerous disturbers of the peace,
they say. Still others fail to sec anything out of line but
become curious. They are willing to listen. This may be a
fair analysis of the varied reactions of our people: amazement, resentment, curiosity.
We contend that this is not a time to be at ease in Zion,
Dr. John Kromminga being my witness in his Convocation
Address. (Sec The Banner, Dec. 30, 1960.) He speaks of
"setting our house in order . .. that we have parties which
threaten to become hostile factions ... they have not had
the Christian courtesy and patience to listen to each other,
.. . are more concerned with the advancement of party than
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with the joint concentration on the tremendous task which
confronts us." So the question may be to the point after aU.
If we look carefully at the four words at the hcad of
this article, few will deny that this is the road many a
church has traveled. The downfall of a church begins with
indiHerence to doctrines and creeds, which soon leads to
stagnation and intellectual bankruptcy, while the final
station is apostasy. Once the first has taken a firm hold.
the other three are inevitable. Are there symptoms in the
present-day Christian Reformed Church which point in
that direction? Let's see.
Let's begin with our young people. Here we find there
are a number of factors at work which are deadly for
intellectual pursuits, specifically in the area of doctrinal
development. One need but mention the sports craze and
the busy schedule of school activities - basketball games,
bowling teams, etc. - which arc playing havoc ,vith our
catechism classes. Very often the church program has to
capitulate to the school program. Then, too, we may ask
whether our catechism teaching is as eHective as it once
was. Is there no reason to believe that some of the theories
of modern education in which all memorization is devaluated, are being adopted in our circles? Above all, to teach
a child to memorize something he does not comprehend is
numbered among the cardinal sins. I suppose we committed a grave error in our own home when we recited with
the children the Decalogue. the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's
Prayer, the 23rd Psa1m, before they ever saw the inside of
a school. They knew these from memory though they did
not understand them. To say that this is detrimental to a
child is foolish.
Another factor that entcrs into this picture is a sort of
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anomaly. Generally our young people make profession of the dozens. To all of them we pay our highest tribute.
their faith at an earlier age than was formerly the case. But are we becoming degree-happy? We have a coterie of
Quite generaIly it coincides with graduation from high scholars in our Christian schools, our principals and teachschool. That is reason for joy and gratitude. However, oUr ers. We may at least assume that our clergy are devoted to
joy is not unmixed. For this is also the end of all cateche- scholarship.
However, when we consider the scientific productions
tical training. In one of my fanner congregations haH of
in
various
fields - theology, science, and literature - our
the young people's class were confessing members of the
church. Today I have none. I know of no substitute for accomplishments are slightly less than overwhelming. It
this loss. Moreover, when the age of twenty has been is telling that the monumental work in theology produced
reached, even though no profession of faith was made, our in our circles was by a man who did not hold a doctorate.
non-confessing members consider themselves "too old" to Of course, for this lack of productivity we have both
reasons and excuses. But we seem to be enamored with size.
go to catechism.
Soon
Calvin College will have an enrollment of upwards of
Also, our young people marry at a much younger age
three
thousand students. But scholarship does not receive
than formerly. Look at a picture of any young men's
society of thirty or forty years ago. Half of them were the emphasis among us which it deserves.
Sit down and consider the sobering fact that we do not
fully matured' men, ' jn theIr mid-twenties or thereabouts.
Many of our present-day elders and deacons received their have one - and I mean not one - truly scientific journal to
training there. Today, by and large, these societies are air our views in such a way that the intellectual world
obsolete. And our present young people's societies offer no about us will sit up and take notice. We thought we had
. a' beginniilg in the Calvin Forum. It died of anemia. Tosubstitute for that type of training.
,.
Here, then, are a number of factors which contribute day we have the Reformed Journal and TORCH AND TRUMto the indifference that is becoming more and more pro- PET. They cannot illl the void. What we have in mind is
nounced and leads to intellectual stagnation. The sports some kind of journal like "Philosophia Reformata" of the
craze, early confessions, youthful marriages, and - not to be Free University. Why, even Westminster Seminary, so
overlooked - the amusement craze, the vacuous T.V. shows lightly esteemed by some of our intelligentsia, has a Theo- all combine to stifle the doctrinal interest and training of logical Journal, and a respectable product it is. But we?
Let not these',sentiments be' construed 'as coming frm;a
our coming generation:
an
ingrate. We are thankful for aU .01,lr institutions. We
It does not require it prophet to foresee that all of this
must necessarily have a debilitating effect upon the power honor all our scholars. We lov ~ our Church. But we still
of the pulpit. Preachers will soon hear, indeed have already consider being Reformed a badge of honor, though someheard, that they are preaching over the heads of their times the word evokes a wan smile. Unless some of the
people. And preachers, being human, may soon succumb trends here indicated are reversed, we are on the road to
to the demands f9r more "'practical" or "'evangelistic" ser- intellectual stagnation and bankruptcy. Are the days of an
mons. No greater calamity can befall a minister, partic- aggressive, virile, militant Christian Refonned Church over?
The road is well marked: INDIFFERENCE - STAGularLy if he is young, than to be unpopular with the young
people. Catechism preaching already is being assailed by NATION - BANKRUPTCY - APOSTASY, May God
not a few. Judging by a recent article in this' magazine, we forbid.
may lose it by default. It may be questioned whether the
Catechism would be faithfully preached if the synodical
for MINISTERS - STUD ENTS
TEACHERS - MISSIONARIES
directives were withdrawn. Do some of our younger ministers themselves chafe just a little under the compulsion?
Some of our present-day preaching, under the guise of
being "'practical," seems to be in dal}ger of being little more
than moralizing. Years ago in Dutch education that was
known as "De Brave Hendrik Theone." It was regarded
with disdain.
Another question must .,be faced. Are our consistories
alert to the dangers, and are they properly concerned about
doctrinal S'oundness? Can one escape the impression that
not a few are placed in office because they are successful
in business .a nd of some social standing in the community?
Do our consistories insist upon it that their ministers are
loyal to th~
creeds; or are some themselves averse to solid
doctrinal preaching?
$19.95
Just Published
But let's look at the higher echelons of the educated
community. We appreciate that we have a community of
BAKER'S TEXTUAL AND TOPICAL
scholars of the highest rank In three colleges we have
FILING SYSTEM
faculties that stand second to none. We have Ph.D:s by
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jBible 1Lessons

THE BOOK OF AMOS
For personal readingy for use at family worship, and as a guide for Bible discussion in
society meetings
by HENRY VANDER KAM

LESSON TWENTY-ONE (Amos 8:4-IOI The Thoughts of Worshippers
Hear this, 0 ye that would swallow tip the needy, and cause
the poor of the land to fail,
saying, When will tlw flew moon be gone, awl toe may seU
grain? and the sabbath, that we m<'ly set forth wheat, making
the erhah small. and the shekel great, and dealing falsely with
balances of deceit;
that we may buy the poor for silcer, and the needy lor a pair
of sh08s, and sell the refuse of the wheat?
]ehowh hath sworn by the excellency of Jacob, Surely I will
never forget (my of their works.

SlwU flot the land tremble f OT this, and every one mQurn
that dwelleth therein? yea, it shall rise up wholly /ike th e River;
and it shall be troubled and sink again, like the Rioer of
Egypt.
And it shlllZ come to pass in that day. saith the Lord Jehovah, that I will cause the sun to go down at noon, and I will
darken the earth 1n the clear day.
into mourning. and all your
And I will turn your fea!J~
songs into lamentntion; and I will bring sackcloth upon all
loiru, and baldness upon ever!! head; and I «-ill make it as the
mourning for an only son, and the end thereof as a bitte1' day.

In these verses Amos pictures the Israelites of his day
as they observe their religious feasts and the sabbath. As
has been noted before, the people are very religious. The
sabbath was the important day in their religious life. That
day was not neglected. They closed their places of business and went to their places of worship. This was done in
obedience to the law of God ... no work, no business on
the sabbath. They respected this law and would not have
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thought of violating it by conducting their business on the
day which God had chosen for himself. Outwardly the law
was kept.
The prophet, however, does not only look upon the outward observance of the holy days, but he is also interested
in their thoughts as they are engaged in worship. Have
they also closed their minds to the affairs of the world of
business as they closed their shop doors the previous evening? Is the mind now centered on the word of the living
God? Is this the day on which they will be strengthened
spiritually to cope with the world about them on the follOwing days?
Their thoughts do not wander while they are worshipping; they are fixed on the world of business! While they
sing lustily:
My soul longeth, yea, even fainteth for the courts of
Jehovah;
My heart and Besh cry out unto the living Godthey think: When will this new moon or this sabbath be
pastl This day must be kept, but how irksome, how tedious!
There is no profit in this day. They can scarcely wait for
the end of the day of rest.
fifteen

\Vhile they are worshipping their thoughts are with
their business. While they are worshipping they are
devising corrupt business practices! Here in Cod's house
they are maldng plans to make more money. They desire
to get busy again to display and to sell their grain. By
their evil business tactics they swallow up the needy and
cause the poor of the land to fail. How do they do this?
The prophet makes it very clear. They use a sma11 measure
(ephah ) to measure out the grain to the buyer. He is not
getting full measure. Besides this, they use a heavy shekel.
The buyers came with their silver, but this silver was
weighed against a shekel which was too heavy. To put it
in today's terms, they used a bushel which was too small,
so that the buyer did not get a bushel; and they obtained
more money than a bushel was worth. Even the product
which they sell is inferior. They sell the refuse of the
wheat. This is the wheat of inferior quality. Even this
they sell at an exorbitant price.
If this practice continues for any length of time, the
poor and needy are swallowed up. This practice brings its
victims to poverty. Fina11y, the poor will have insufficient
money to buy the necessities of life. He will then have to
sell himself. Thus the poor are bought for silver. For the
price of a pair of shoes the needy will have to sell themselves. Where corrupt economic practices are found the
whole social structure will ultimately he ruined.
All these things they contemplate while they are engaged in worship! The sabbath is no delight to them, but
rather a burden. Externally they are religious  religious
customs and traditions are honored  but inwardly they
rebel. No, they would not think of keeping their business
places open for business on the sabbath, but all their
thoughts and desires are behind the closed doors of their
shops. This is formalism at its worst!
What is the divine reaction to aU this? Jehovah swears
by the excellency of Jacob, therefore by himself, that he
will never forget any of their works. When he forgives, he
forgets; but his memory can also be very long. He will
not overlook this sin. It is grievous.
Will not the land tremble and its inhabitants mourn for
this grievous sin? Isn't this sinning beyond aU limits? Has
anyone ever heard anything like it? Now the prophet
reveals the nature of the punishment for this sin. The evil
that is coming will be like an earthquake. The ground
underfoot will rise and sink like the waters of the Nile
river when it overHows its banks and becomes a tremen-

dously large body of water. Like the waves on such a body
of water, so shall the ground be on which they stand.
Not only will the earth shake under their feet, but the
heavens above will also show their displeasure. The sun
win go down at noon. The earth will become dark during
the clear day. This will be totally unnatural. Men will
quake with fear. The ground beneath gives no stability
and the skies above are dark when they should be light.
Their feasts will be changed into mourning. These
feasts, which they formerly considered to be boring, will be
turned into times of mourning. Their songs will be changed
into lamentations. They sang these songs with their lips
but not with their hearts. These same songs will become
bitter lamentations. In keeping with the time of mourning
and the singing of lamentations, they will be dressed in
sackcloth. They will shave their heads as an expression of
their grief. Their worship had been unreal. Their grief
will be real. It will be like the mourning for an only son.
There is no greater grief. Where there is mourning for an
only son the believer may even then .find comfort. Not so
in lsrael. The end is as a bitter day. There is no comfort.
The mourning continues without end.
The people had often longed for the day of Jehovah to
come. This is what that day will be like for them (vss. 9,
10 ). Why? Because they had sinned more grievously than
the heathen. The heathen doesn't worship the true God.
Israel worshipped the true Cod falsely. Its worship is
exacting because they worship him who sees the heart. Men
can sin deeply while worshipping. '1(eep thy foot when
thou goest to the house of God." It is so easy "to bring
the sacrifice of fools." This Israel did. Its punishment
would be severe.
Questions for discussion:
1. Is it humanly possible to keep our thoughts from

wandering during an entire service of worship? If not.
is this sin?
2. Ho w and when should we prepare for worship?
3. How can the sabbath be a delight to us?
4. The Apostle James teaches us tJwt the love of money is

a root of all evil. flow is this revealed in this pa.ssage?

5. Does the fact that Jehovah will never forget their work8
mean that forgiveness has become impossible?
6. Did all these evils spoken of actually come upon Israel?

LESSON TWENTY- TWO rAmos 8:II-I4} A Unique Famine
Behold, the daY$ come, $aith the Lord Jehooah, that I will
send a famine in the innd, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst
for water, but of hearing the wordt of Jehovah.
And they shall wander from $00 to tea, and from th e north
shall run to and fm to $eek the u;m-d
even to the east; t~JI
of Jehooah, and $haU IIOt find it.
In that My $haU the fair virgins and the young men faint
for thirst.
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They that $wear by the sin of Samaria, and $ay, A$ thy god,
D Dan, liveth; and, A~ the way of Beer-.sheba liveth; they shaU
fall, and never rise up again.

Although the land of Palestine had often been described
as the land nowing with milk and honey, the experience of
famine was not foreign to its people. At diHerent times the
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patriarchs had

1eJ,\'e the land because famine was

raging, Famine bad heen sent at times as a punishment

unsuccessful. Grace does have an end. God will not always
be mocked! The fanner attitude of the people makes it
impossible for them to find the Word now.
In their calamities they realize that they must have the
Word of God. There is absolutely nothing that can take its
place. Satan makes many attacks on the Word of God but
he has no substitute for it. This leaves the unbeliever comfortless at the time of his greatest need. How this lacIe
affects the people is vividly described. The fair virgins and
the young men wiD faint for thirst. The fairest and strongest
will be consumed. What will then be the condition of the
others? As the common famine is no respecter of persons,
so this famine also will consume aU the people. As in a
common famine people faint for thirst, so great will be the
thirst for God's Word. Formerly they didn't want it; now
they can't do without it. This thirst will not be satisfied.
Amos uses some strange terminology in this section. He
does not say that the people will wander from the north
to the south, but from the north to the east. It is difficult
to state whether this is only a shortened fonn of north to
south and east to west, or whether it is based on the geograpby of Palestine. He also speaks of the people
swearing oy the sin of Samaria." Here the prophet definitely refers to the religion established in the northern
kingdom. The people may call it what they will, to the
prophet it is the "sin" of Samaria.
In the previOUS verse Amos spoke of the effect of the
famine on the young men and virgins of Samaria. What
will be the effect on the rest of the people? He mentions
the rest of the people in connection with their religion.
There are those who swear by the sin of Samaria. They also
swear by the god of Dan. Bethel's god is the god of
Samaria. Dan's god does not have the same importance.
At both places idolatry is practised. Some of the people
even make pilgrimages to Beersheba. To do this they
must travel through the whole land of Judah. This pilgrimage is considered meritorious. They swear by it.
Those who have made themselves guilty of practising
this fa lse religion will experience the effects of the famine
of the Word. They will fa ll and never rise again. Although
the land bring forth by handfuls, they will starve because
the Word of God is wanting.

for sin. In chapter four Amos spoke of famine which God
had sent to turn the people to himself again. Israel had so
hardened its heart that they did not turn to God.
In the previous verses Amos had described the "day of
Jehovah" as it would come upon this people. It will be a
day of comfortless mourning. In the verses 11-14 he gives
a further characterization of that '"day," or that period
of time.
God will send a famine aD this land which will be more
severe than any famine before. It will not be of the same
nature as other famin es. The common conception of a
famin e is this that there is a scarcity of food and water.
That is a terrible calamity. It is the time when one must
forego the necessities of life, when one sees his children
starving. But this famine will be different It will consist
of a scarcity of the Word of God! In former days when they
had the Word, they ignored it. Amaziah told Amos to keep
still (see 1:10-13). The people had no desire to hear it.
That is the reason for the coming of the famine which _the
Lord will send.
Seeing that the people have ignored the Word in the
past, will it be a real hardship for them to do without it?
Haven't they even desired this famine? It is true that they
lived without the Word formerly. That Word is often
likened to food but in the past they lived without it by
choice. Are these people going to feel the elIect of such a
famine?
O ne would suppose that such a famine would be the
least concern of this people. However, Amos teaches us
differently. They will wander from sea to sea, from the
north to the east; they will run to and fro seeking the Word
of God. H ave they changed their attitude toward that
Word? Their desire for it is pictured as being as strong as
the hunger for bread and a thirst for water. They become
frantic in their search. Do they now answer to the ideal
of Jesus as "hungering and thirsting for righteousness"?
Are they now longing as newborn babes for the spiritual
milk? )t seems so. They certainly realize that there is a
famine. They miss the Word. Those who sincerely seek
it will find it but of these it is said that they will not find it.
These people are not seeking that Word with a sincere
Questions for discussion:
desire to live according to it and to find their life in it. They
are like Saul, the first king of Israel. He had spumed the 1. Why did Israel seek tile Word if they did not have faith
Word of God. Yet, he discovered that he could not live withto accept it?
out it. He became frantic in his search for a revelation. It
finally Jed him to the witch at E ndor. Nevertheless, he 2. Is there danger that America will be punished by a
famin e of the Word?
did not find the Word of God. Here is the heart of the
whole matter. When the Word was present they ignored 3. Can tile unbeliever live 1L'ithout the Word of God? What
it or rebelled against it; now that it is taken away, they
effect does the absence of the Word have on the culture
find they cannot live without it. Their mourning knows no
of a people?
end. Oh, that God might say somethingl What a pitiable
4. Can men believe "if they want to"?
statel This is the famine he will send, and this unique
famine is much worse than any other.
5. How does a famine of the Word come about? If the
There is a llnality about this famine. The people of
government would have {Ill Bibles burned, would that
Israel will not find the Word of God. He does not allow
produce a famine of the Word? Is it possible to have
them to find it. Though they crisscross the land, they arc
a famine of the Word with a Bible in every home?
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LESSON TWENTY- THREE (Amos
I saw the Lord standing beside the altar: and he ,aid, Smite
the copitau. that the dlresholtLt mall shoke; ond break them
in p~cel
on the head of all them; and I will .slou the last of
them with the ,leord: there ,IwlIl not one of them Ike (.ItOOU.
and th ere ,hall not one of them e&eape.
Thoogh 'hell dig into Sllool, thence ,hall my hnOO take them;
ond though they climb up ~ Jaeauen, thence will I bring them

"~. And though theu hide themselves in the

top of Carmel. I wiU
leOri:h and rake them out tlienee: and though thell be hid
from mu 6igh t in th e bottom of tile .$ell, thence willI command
the &erpenl. and it JlaU bite tMm.
And tliimg/I t1lflll go into coptivit!l before their enemiu.
thence will I command the
and it shall ala!! them: and
I will sct mine eye. upon them for eml, and not for good.
For t116 Lord, Jehovah of hosts, i.I he !lUll toucheth tile land
and it melteth, and aU that dwell UWTein shnll mourn; and It
shall rise up wllOfly like the River; and shaH sink again, like
the River of Egypt;
,
it is be th(lt btJIldeth his. chambers in the heavens, and hath
founded his ooull upon the earth; he that calleth for the waters
of tHe seil, and pouretli th em out 'upon tile fQ(:e of the earth;
]6hoooh is his .name..
Are ye not as tile children of the Ethiopians unto me, 0
children of ISrael? suitlt ]ehoval!. 1ialJe not I brought up Israel
out of the lond of. Egypt, and the philistines from Caphlor,
and th e S!frlons from Ki,?
Behold the eyes of the Lord }dlovah are upon the sinful
kingdom,' and 1 will destroy it from off the face of the earthi
s(.we that I will not utterly destroy the Jwuse of ]aoob, .aith
}eJlQool!.
For, 10, I lUlU command, and I will rift tll6 house of Israel
amollS aU the nations, like a.! grain is sifted in a sieve, yd .haU
not the lea.! kernel fall upon ·the earth.
All the Binner.! of my people shaU rue by the .fWOrd, who 8(JY,
The evlllhall not overl6ke nor 'med us.

,worn.

Will this prophet never cease to speak of the evil which
will befall Israel? Has he not made it very clear in the
past? Will the day never dawn?
Yes, the dawn will come but the darkness becomes
even more intense before the coming of the dawn. Amos
has seen four visions concerning the future of Israel. The
fifth vision is now recorded. This one is more awful than
the previous ones, He sees Cod standing beside the altar.
The prophet does not mention where this altar was and it
matters little. He does not see Cod as the covenant Cod but
as the majestic One. When he sees him he speaks. Again,
the prophet does not tell us whom Cod is addreSSing. All
the emphasis falls on the words which he speaks. Terrible
words! He says: "Smite the capitals that the thresholds
may shake; and break them in pieces on the head of all of
them." The picture is this: The people come in large numbers to their place of worship. They are not aU able to get
in. God now commands someone to smite that part of the
building which supports the roof and ties the wall together.
So the whole building collapses on the heads of those who
worship. Those who were not able to find room inside will
not escape. He will slay them with the sword. None will
flee away or escape. They are smitten while they worship.
The horns of the altar no longer offer asylum. This is the
last vision and, surely, no more are needed!
To make it clear that the punishment will be inescapable, the Lord now goes into detail. He will show the
people that there is simply no way out. These words remind one of Psalm 139. Even though these people could
dig down into the realm of the dead, they would be
brought up from thence by the hand of Cod to face punish-
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Inescapable Punishment

ment. If. on the other hand, they would be able to climb
up into heaven, it would offer them no refuge. Cod's hand
would bring them down. If they would hide in the woods
and caves of Cannel, he would find them. Should there be
those who would leap from Cannel into the depths of the
Mediterranean Sea, he would command a sea monster to
slay them. Not even captivity will safeguard them against
the avenging hand of Cod. His omnipresence is a source
of the greatest comfort to the believer, but it is a source
of terror to the wicked. When his eye is upon the people
for evil, there is no escape.
How will anyone ever strive with Cod? Notice who he
is. He touches the land and it melts. This causes all the
inhabitants to mourn. He sends great upheavals (8:8) so
that the ' earth appears as ·the 'waves' on a broad body of
water. This is the Cod who is enthroned in the heavens.
He has made all things. He takes the waters of the seas
and pours them out on the dry land as at the time of the
flood. Who would ever be able to oppose such a one
successfully? How can man be so foolish as to strive with
this Cod? His name is Jehovah, Cod of the covenant, but
it is a name to -be feared by those who -oppose him. This
Cod-concept is clear throughout the book of Amos. The
prophet heard this Cod speak and he had to prophesy.
This people (Israel) is like -the Ethiopians in the Sight
of Cod. What? Does Israel not have a special place in his
affection? Can it now be said that there is no difference
between this covenant people and such an inconsequential
people as the Ethiopians? At the time when Amos lived
these people had not yet attained to an important position
among the nations. But Israel is no better, according to
the prophet. Does then the past mean nothing? Had not
Cod led them out of the bondage of Egypt into this land
where they now dwell? Yes. but they ure not the only
people who can speak of an exodus in their history. Cod
had led the Philistines out of Caphtor (Crete?) and the
Syrians out of Kir. Surely, the mere fact of their exodus
will not give them a privileged position among the nations_
Past history is no guarantee of present salvation!
Israel is a sinfu l kingdom. This has been Amos' contention throughout and he has proved it in many ways. Cod's
eyes are on this sinful kingdom. He is aware of all that
takes place. Despite their glorious past, they are a sinful
nation. It will be destroyed from off the face of the earth.
There is no escape for the sinner. However, the first streaks
of dawn now appear. It is not yet light, but there is a
promise of better things to come. The sinful kingdom will
be destroyed, but Cod will not utterly exterminate the
house of Jacob! Sin will be purged. There is no room for
the sin of Israel in the presence of their Cod. Yet, a
remnunt will be spared.
How will this be accomplished? There is much difference of opinion regarding the translation and interpretation of verse 9, Cod here speaks of sifting his people. They
will be sifted among the nations. Some think of a small
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sieve which \\iU not allow the grain to fall through. Others
think of a larger sieve which permits the grain to fall
through but screens out the stones, of which none will then
fall on the ground. The meaning is clear. There is much
in Israel which will prove to be refuse when the sieve is
used. However, there is some good grain. This will be
saved. The good will not perish with the evil. There are
still those who are the objects of God's grace. He wiII not
utterly destroy Jacob.
Let no one think that now the punishment will be
lightened for all. God has declared judgment on the evil
doers. This declaration stands. All the sinners among Is·
rael will die by the sword. Who are they? They are the
ones who have turned a deaf ear to the words of the
prophet. These are the ones who said, "It can't happen
here." For these there is no escape. These are unrepentant.
These have simply ignored the Word of Cod. They felt
that Cod owed them a debt of gratitude for their "piety."
For such there is no hope.

Qu esti ons for discussion:

1. Is there any similarity between the visions of Amo.! and
some of the parables of Jesus?

2. Why does the most severe punishment fall on those
who are in the temple?
3. Are all the attributes of God distressing to the unbe.
liever?
4. How much does one's conception of God determine his
religion? Would you say that the question: Who is Cod?
is fundamental?

5. The Ethiopians were blo.ck. Does the reference to tltem
in this passage have anything to teach us in regard to
the race issue?
6. Did the northem kingdom become "the ten lost tribes'?

W ere any people in Israel in later years able to trace
their ancestry to these tribes?

LESSON TWENTY- FOUR:(Amos 9:II-If) The Glorious Future
In that dall will I raise up the tabernacle of Davfd thaI /.t
fallen, and cl0$6 tip the MeDches thereof; and I will raise up
its ",/1lIJ, and I wilJ build it Il8 in th e daY$ of old;

.

that they ffl(ly p<mess the remnant of Edam, and all tile
natioru that are called by mv name, saith l chooo/l that doeth
~.

Behold, the days ccme, $(lith Jehovah, that th e plowman

shall oocrloke the reaper, and the treader 01 gralJCS him that

wlMh reed; and tile mountains sMU drop .tweet wine, and all
the Mil sholl melt.
And I will bring back the caplivity of my people Israel, nnd

the!) sholl bvlfd the woste cftlC!l, ond inTwblt them; and theV
&iull! pIont "Inci/ords, and drink the uHne tl!Creal; theu slUlU
also make gordem, and eat the fruit of them.
And I will plant them upon their umd, anti they shall no
morc be plucked up out of their land which I h(JI)c glGen
them, $(lith Jehovoh thy Cod.

Although Amos has denounced Israel for its sins and
the crashing of the judgment is heard throughout this book,
he concludes his prophecy on a different note. The prophet
unmasks sin but also speaks comfort. He does not only use
the first key of the kingdom to close the door to the wicked
and unbelieving; he also opens the door to those who
repent and believe.
The day of Jehovah for which Israel has longed will be
utter darkness. But a better day will dawn. Amos now
describes the state of David's house. That house of David
had been gloriOUS. Its glory was found in the fact that
Jehovah himself had built that house ( II Sam. 7 ). Due to
the sins committed through the years that house is now
found to be in disrepair. It is now "the tabernacle of David
that is fallen." The Revised Standard Version translates it:
"booth of David." Its glory has departed. It has been
ruined from within. The people may object to this char·
aeterization, but the prophet sees things as they are.
That tabernacle, that booth, that is fallen will be raised
up. Destruction is not the last word. God wili cement the
cracks, the breaches, which have appeared in its walls. He
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will raise up the ruins, that which was broken off. It will
be rebuilt and be as it was in former days. God's work will
not fail. Even though the picture drawn by the prophet
was very dark, the light now breaks through .
Amos speaks of the fulfillment of this prophecy in true
Old Testament terminology. His language can be understood by the people of his day. He speaks of this future
of Israel in natural, material terms. So the Old Testament
speaks constantly. The promises to Abraham are also
couched in terms of material possession. James, the brother
of our Lord, quotes this prophecy in Acts 15. He shows
us that this prophecy is of great Significance for the New
Testament church .
Not only will this tabernacle of David be rebuilt, but
the meaning of this rebuilding is also made clear. Israel
will again possess the remnant of Edom. It will possess
all the nations which are called by the name of Jehovah.
What does the prophet mean by this? The nations called
by the name of Jehovah, or rather, the nations upon whom
the name of Jehovah has been called, arc those nations
which were subjected by Israel in former days. The name
of the God of this conquering nation, Israel, was called
the name of thc Cod of the defeated nation, as an indica·
tion of his victory. Edom alone is mentioned by name.
Edom was more closely related to Israel than any of the
other nations. It was a special grief to Israel when Edom
cast off its yoke of subjection to Israel. In the future Israel
will again be the prominent nation as in the past.
As the prophet describes the restoration of Israel in the
future, we are reminded of the words found in Lev. 26:5
and Joel 3:18. 1n these passages the prosperity of those
who fear Cod is pictured. The plowman will overtake the
reaper, according to Amos. The harvest will be so great
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ti:.at the peop!e ....;11 still be busy reaping the grain of the
former year when the time to plow is again upon them.
" ,-1' tile they are still sowing the grapes will be ripe. There
is no period of inactivity, no period without proSt. The
mountains will drop sweet wine and all the hills will melt.
Every piece of land will bring forth in abundance. It will
be a time of great prosperity. What a changel The former
days were those in which nothing succeeded. Where the
favor of Jehovah is, there is peace, love, and prosperity.
These blessings will not come instead of the evils spoken
of formerly. Amos does not contradict himself. Israel will
surely go into captivity but it will retum from this captivity.
Jehovah will bring back the captivity of his people. Why
will his people return? Van Gelderen, a great Old Testament scholar, translates the first part of verse 14 so as to
mean that God will remove the sins of Israel, his people.
That is the heart of the matter. Only forgiveness can
restore the people of God to the land which had been
promised them. Did the ten northern tribes ever return
from captivity? History teaches us that they did Dot return
as a people. However, although Amos speaks first of all
to the northern kingdom, his prophecy is not exclusively
directed to this kingdom. Besides, when James quotes this
prophecy he applies it to the Gentiles. Is it not true that
Israel "returns" as the Gentiles are brought into the church
of Jesus Christ ( see Acts 15:13-18)?
The cities which had been wasted at the time of Israel's
defeat will be rebuilt and Israel will inhabit these cities.
Not only will they plant vineyards, but they will drink the
wine they produce. Gardens will be planted and the fruit
will be enjoyed. They will, therefore. remain in the land. It
will not be labor for nought. The fruit of their labors will
be enjoyed.

THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
OF HISTORY
by JOHN Mci NTYRE
Wm. B. Eerdmanl Publilhing Comptllly, 1957
(118 pp.)

A S A THEOLOGIAN D,. McIn!yl"e
£l. is concerned with a philosophy
of history that is both consistent with
and expressive of the idea of the gospel of salvation through Jesus Christ.
He seeks for a doctrine of history
"which is in organic union with the
whole corpus of the Christian faith'"
(p.9). But this "corpus of the Christian faith ," we have learned in recent
times, must itself be seen from the
point of view of its ....rootedness.. in
twenty

God himself \\ill plant them on the land which he had
promised to their fathers. His promises stand. He does not
forget the covenant made with the fath ers. When he has
brought the people back, they will stay there. They will not
be plucked up again. Jehovah, their God, has said it and
be will perform itl
How beautiful is this book of Amosl God sends him to
condemn the sins of this people. He cannot keep silence.
Nevertheless, his heart grieves as he sees the judgments approaching. He may now conclude his book with a beautiful picture of the future restoration of Israel.
When Amos denounces the sins of Israel he speaks in
unmistakable language. Truly, he shows the people how
great their sins and miseries are. His pastoral heart can
also bleed for this people. Stirring is his description of the
blessed future! Such preachers the church needs.
Sin has been portrayed as it really is. But ... there is
forgiveness. How Amos would have rejoiced to see the
day of Jesus Christl

Questions for discussion:

1. Why didn't the people of Amos' day consider the nation
to be "'the tabet'1UJcle of Davit.f'?

2. How was the house of Daoid ruined /rom within? How
can the church be ruined from within?
3. Why does the Old Testament speak of future glon) in
natural or material terms?
4. In which ways was Amos the true preacher of the
W ord? Is such preaching very popular?
5. Is the preaching on sin sufficiently specific today?

history (p. 11). "The purpose of this
present study is to demonstrate that
the Christian, because of his belief in
God's revelation of himself in history,
is committed to a unique doctrine of
history; that this doctrine is not
merely a theory concerning facts
which are accepted by all men, but
relates to the central nature of history
UseIf" (p. 11).
Immediately involved in this interrelatedness of Christianity and history,
says McIntyre, is the fact that we
cannot expect "to have an idea of history which is equally acceptable to
believers and unbelievers" (p. 12).

ABRAHAM KUYPER?

Readers of this magazine may prick
up their ears at this point and expect
to hear echoes of the voice of Abraham Kuyper. Did not Kuyper say
that, having experienced regeneration,
Christians read history in a way quite
different from non-Christians?
But McIntyre means nothing remotely similar to what Kuyper means.
The God of Abraham Kuyper was in
complete control of history. The god
of McIntyre is confronted with a principle of necessity that limits him in
what he can do in history (pp. 20

fl. ).
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tually exch:s:'-e ..i.ew'S 0: creation, a:Jd
of the "orders of creation.- In the
case of Kuyper, the "orders of creation" are subject to God. In the case
of McIntyre the "orders of creation"
are impersonal laws.
The two men also have mutually
exclusive views of providence. The
God of Kuyper has unlimited power
over history. The god of McIntyre
finds himself faced with a limit '\vithin which Providence must work'" (p.
34).

HISTORY AND PROVIDENCE
The reader may at this point object
to my making such a sharp contrast
between Kuyper's and McIntyre's
views of providence. Let us suppose
the reader as giving the following
definition: "Providence is that d ecree
whereby God wills in eternity that
which comes to pass in time." Who
said that? be asks. I answer: I can
well think of Kuyper saying that. Ami
then be opens McIntyre's little book
at the fourth chapter to prove that
McIntyre used these words. How do
I explain this?
Perhaps I may start my explanation
with a statement often used by Kuy·
per to the effect that when two people
use the same words they may yet
seek to convey opposite meanings.
One cannot help but think of these
words again and again in these days
of neo-ortbodoxy. If it was true of
modem theologians of a half century
ago that they put new meanings into
old words, this is doubly true today.
Recent theologians do not reject the
gospel; they simply reinterpret it. This
is the day of Umdeutullg.
Even so it is with McIntyre. At the
same time he is quite honest and open
in his rejection of the traditional
Christian "interpretations'" of creation
and providence.
The definition of providence as
given, says McIntyre, "is by its very
nature formal" (p. 35). And thereby
hangs a tale. As formal, McIntyre's
definition of providence needs to get
its content from the raw stnH of the
universe, and from the ultimate acts
of the freedom of man. Thus the category of providence "operates within
the limiting terms of the categories of
necessity and freedom. Thcre are
TORCH and TRUMPET, March, 1961

some bets in the necessary structure
of history which even providence can·
not change, and which we cannot ex·
peet it to change when we ourselves
are called upon to act in a specific
historical situation, a point always to
be remembered in our prayers'" (p.
38).
It appears then that the god of
McIntyre is limited both by a realm
of natural necessity and by ultimate
human freedom.
DIMENSIONALISM
Naturally McIntyre is confronted
with the necessity of somehow relat·
ing these three in orderly fashion. He
does this by the currently adopted
principle of dimensionalism. Imman·
uel Kant has taught modem theologians how to employ this principle.
By means of this principle science
is given the dimension of necessity;
man is given the dimension of absolute autonomous freedom .
These two dimensions seem to be
wholly opposed to one another. But
then the idea of God is introduced as
a limiting or regulutive concept. God
is said to be "above" both nature and
man, and the one who unifies both,
making them cooperate with one an·
other in a common subservience to
himself.
INCARNATION.
So for Mel ntyre the category of the
incarnation "'is regulative of that of
providence" (p. 44).
To be regulative of the idea of
providence the Incamution must itself
be a lonnal idea. Jesus Christ is ful.
fillment (p. 48) . As such he is the
"unique and supreme Revelation of
God" (p. SO). But, sad to say, the
idea of Christ as fulfilment has not
been properly reflected in the his.
torical creeds (p. 50). The Chalcedon
creed was too static and rigid and
substantia list to think of God in Christ
being rcally involved in creation (p.
SO, p. 35). The historic creeds have,
for the same reason, been unable to
do justice to the universalism inherent
in the idea of Christ as fulfilment (p.
35).
It is therefore only if we adopt the
"methods of modem historical sci·
ence" in relation to Scripture (p. 61)

that we can introduce the proper
amount of irrationalism in the way of
the forces of nature, and of human
freedom with all their attendant evil
and at the same time have the proper
amount of rationalism. ]n this man·
ner we can be "scientific," hold to
human freedom as absolute and yet
think of Christ as the ideal through
whom all men and all things are reo
deemed because fulfilled. "So we find
no difficulty in the idea that in the
Atonement, not only are individuals
given a new status before God, but
so also is the totality of history'" (p.
78).
The reader may by this time think
again of Kuyper's statement to the
effect that the same words may mean
different things to different people.
IRRATIONALISM
To have a proper view of provi.
dence and history in terms of Christ
McIntyre finds it necessary to employ
the modem idea of pure contingency
and therefore of pure irrationalism.
He says that without such an idea we
cannot properly suy that "Cod effects
the identiflcatioo of himself with history" (p. 78). McIntyre says that for
him "this concept of identification is
becoming," "the dominant one in the
interpretation of the Atonement ..."
(p.79). From Kuyper's point of view
this idea of contingency is destructive
of the entire idea of the providence
of Cod, and of atonement through
Christ. If God must himself be lost
in the abyss of contingency in order
to save man, he himseU would need
to be taken out of it. And the sin of
man would be reduced to the idea of
something inherently irrational, something for which man would have no
responsibiUty.
RATIONALlSM
On the other hand, correlative to
the idea of God's identification of
himself with pure contingency, Me
Intyre, together with other modem
theolOgians, assumes that all men aro
inherently in Christ and are therefore "saved" from all eternity. Men
need not to depend upon certain
events of history for their salvation.
The first and the second coming of
Christ must be taken "as parts of the
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fact of Christ- ( p.
St )_ Thus tl:e b carnation becomes
prospective (p. 85 ) . Unfortunately
·Christologica.l expositions have not
greatly helped in this connection" (p.
85 ). They did not realize that to
take Christ as the integrative principle
of history means that Cod took the
problem of suffering "into himself"
(p.93).
The reader will now understand
that there is in this book of McIntyre
no echo of the voice of Kuyper. When
McIntyre says that he is not dealing
with facts of history on which believers and unbelievers agree his believers and unbelievers are in no basic
and permanent way distinct from one
another. The believers in McIntyre's
view are such as have set up the
Christ-ideal as the integrative principle of history. His unbelievers have
Dot done this as yet. But. this does
not mean that the unbelievers will
Dot eventually participate in all the
good things that believers visualize
by means of their Christ-ideal. For all
men are potentially in Christ.
Would that McIntyre, and with
him many other theologians, might
see that, while seeking to do justice
to the "realm of necessity" and to the
-reabn of human freedom" and bringing both into subjection to Christ,
they have, in effect, destroyed both
science and freedom , offering us a
Christ who is nothing but a projection of the mind of man.
CORNELIUS VAN TIL

The Westminster Confession for Today
by GEORGE s. HENDRY
John Knox Pr ~lS
Pap<! r, $2. 00

,

Rldlmond, Virginia. 253 pp.

The commentary on the Westminster Confession by the professor of Systematic
theology at Princeton Theological Seminary
begins with a call for the rcvision of tha i
document on the grounds that "new insights
derived from faithful study of the Word
of God, Rnd new conditions under which
t.~e
journey of faith has to be IT!.1de, require
that the maps of doctrine, which did good
s.enice to our forefathers in thcir joumey,
must be revised and amended if they are to
fulfil that service for us" (p. 14). The
Confession, as a 17th century p roduct, "is
~
i\"ely
legalistic ," its "authors know aU
the answers, a nd 'can explain cverything,"
- tends to see everything in tenns of black
a...-d whitc," and is individualistic in approach, so that the lime has como " to
C"l:de in the Confession for a new one"
p. 14-16).
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\\'ith this introduction, it is not surprising
tha t the author has no liking for the
orthodox doctrines of inspiration and of
God. Indeed, app roachi ng the chapter "Of
God and the H oly Trinity" with a Barthian
hostility towards the ontological trinity,
Hendry finds the Confession dangerous to
thc faith because:
it ends in describing another Cod, who
is unrevealed, and who lacks the attributes
of the God and Father of our Lord
J esus Christ. T hus it actually im perils
the faith it asserts, tha t " there is but
one only living and true God," because it
fails to concentrate attcntion on the
authentic image of himself which God
has ~iven
us in Jesus Christ ( p. 47).
H endry s hostility to the allsolutcncss and
sovereignty of God is so marked that he
goes as far as to say, "\Vhen we usc this
kind of language, arc we saying someth ing
about God, or only about ourselves? Are
we setting up an image of God which is
only a projection of ourselves or a compensation fot the deficicncies of our own
being?·' (p. 48). Such psychologizing is
not only irrelevant to a IT!.1tter of inteq)retation of Scripturc but can be turned agains t
H endry: those who rcbel SO strongly against
a strong authoritarian image themselves
reveal Oedipal ri valry impulses. 1be Scriptural evidence for the Confession's declaration Hendry does not considcr, because of
his limitation of revelntion ; .'The only
authcntic knowledge of God is that which
he has given us in his revelation of himself
in Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit"
(p. 48). The fact that this concept means
tha t revelntion is radical subjectivism, being
no more than the private illumination of
a nco-orthodox thinker, James I. Packcr has
brilliantly shown in Reveliltion and jlle
Bible ( p. 101; a symposium, Carl F. H.
Henry, cd.).
In dealing with God's eternal decree or
doublc p redestination, Hendry makes it
clear that '·the doctrine is no Ion g e r
acceptable in the form in which it is
presented in the Confession" (p. 51). He
gives four confused reasons. First, it smacks
of "dread and doom." Second, he insists
it does not mean reprobation, and so to
read it (as he bas just done) is to abuse
the text, which actually means that everyone can be saved, because evcn the vessels
of wrath nre " not excluded from his purpose
of salvation"1 (p. 52 f. ) Third, d ouble
prcdestination is not biblical; fourth, it is
destructive of the freedom of both man
and God. '"'The root of the doctrine is
u ndoubtedly the sovereignty of the grace
of God as it is exhibited in his saving work
in Christ, and its basic Intention Is to trace
this grace to its eternal grou nd in the will
of God ... If Christ is the authentic revelation of God, God has no other wiU than
that which is revealed in him, and we may
be fully llSSU red tha i he is able ... to save
them to the uttermost that come unto
God by him ( H eb. 7 :25)" ( p. 55). Here
Is the typical neo-orthodox limiting of God
to his relational aspects and a hostility to
God in himself, i.e., the ontological trin.ity.

H endry, while tend ing to u ni versalism, inconsistently leaves uni versalism an open
question. Later, in discussing effectual
calling, he observes, '"'The paragraph (Of
Effectual C"lIing, 4) illustrates the fact that
a doctrinc of predestination which refers
salvation ultimately to a secret and immutable decree effectually undermines the assurance of salvation, which in CtXX ("Of
the Assurance of Crace and Salvation,"
chapt. XVIII in most versions; Hendry here
follows the Southern Church's numbering.)
is founded on the veracity of the word and
the evidential reliability of the work of
the Spirit" (p. 131 ). This is not the only
place at which Hendry cla.ims lhe Con·
fession contradicts itself.
The Confession', statement "Of Justification" Hendry Hnds to be legalistic, a fault
he ascribes, among others, to Calvin. For
Hendry, any attempt to retain Christ's
satisfaction of divine justice is inconsistent
with "the sufficiency of grace alone" (p.
177 ).
H is radical subjectivism is apparent in
the trcabnent of the persevcrance of the
saints.
The doctrine represents an attcmpt to
establish the certainty of salvation on aD
objective basis, which is not dependent
on the will of the sain ts. But since
salvation is a process in which the saints
are subjectively involved. it is not ~
to see how tills can be accomplished.
The Confession tries to ge t around this
difficulty by introducing the conception
of a "state of grace" ... But this gain
is dcarly bought ...
I t is a question whether this notion of
a state of ~ ra c,
which is of Roman
Catholie ancestry, can have any place in
an evans;:elicnl confcssion. To evangclical
faith grace is not a state whicb men
can be in, without being awarc of it, but
a strategy in which God d eals with men
in personal encounter and response. The
certainty of salyation cannot be taken out
of this context and established on an objective basis as a ma tter of logical certainly. U the attempt Is made, the effect
is to change the natu re of salvation from a
dealing with men into a disposing of
them; and this is inevitable if salvation
Is made to rest ultimately on t he immutable and eternal decree. But since it is
e
God',
obviously impossible to c ." ~ clud
dealins;:s with men from the pictun:l
altogether{ the relation between his disposing 0 them and his dealing with
them becomes a dark and tantalizing
enigma. If the problcm is split into two
in this manncr, the pcr$Cvcrance of the
saints becomes meaningless and the as-.
sura nce of salvation impossible (p. 169).
Perhaps we should be grateful that Hendry
finds it "obviously impossible to exclude
God's dealings .,." altogether!
It would be easy 10 continue pointing
out Hendry's differences with the Confession and historic Calvinism, but enough
h"s been said to indicate his consistent
nco-orthodoxy and his hostility to Reformed
thinking. But the book is disappointing in
anothc r respect. H cndry's introduction to
American readers camc in 1938, with GOd
the C rea/Of". Without agr~i
ng
with the
authors militant neo-orthodoxy, rcadeis
conld not fail to be impressed by his
brilliant writing. This present book Is hack
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wor..-:, a:l as:rl~t
l. S!:bject wh.:ch
nonnally would DOt attract Hendry, and
the results show it. Kevertheless, there are
several passages in which his brilliance
comes through, as witness the follOWing,
both good theology and superb writing:
'!he opposite of freedom is not authority,
but slavery. Freedom is possible only when
it is happily married to true authority, the
au thority of Cod, whose service is penect
freedom" (p. 184 ),
One thing more: this study was an
assignment by the Division of Publication
of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S,
(the "Southern" Church ) and can only
be seen as an attempt of that official body
to discredit the historic fai th of their communion. The thinking renected in this
study, however, is more honestly stated
than similar objections to sovereignty and
the double decree in other Refonned
Churches, who can well take heed of the
necessary direction of such thinking.
ROUSAS JOHN RUSHDOONY

The Return of Christ
by G, T. MANLEY
Publilhed by IOlefVarsity PreSl, Chicago 10, III.
104 pages, $1.50, 1960.

The author of this pamphlet is favorably
known in the evangelical world for editing
'fhe New Bible Ha ndbook, which has had
a remarkable distribution since its first
edition appeared in 1947. The present study
was written, according to the preface, "in
response to the request for a study of the
Second Advent which would be helpful
to young Christians." In my judgment the
author has achieved his goal very well.
The author discusses the promise, the
time, the manner, and the relevancy of the
Second Advent in the light of the Scriptural data, with candor and penetration.
Alter this tIle book of Revelation is discussed together with the millennium, the
enemy, the ju ~ dg m e nt , and salvation. The
last chapter is an exhortation to sufFer with
Hilll that we may also reign with Him.
Sina: we all alike are ignorant of the time
of his coming, we must all be prepared.
We must keep our lamps lit to be ready
to greet the Bridegroom when he comes.
To the "Behold, I come quickly", the Mints
must all make the response: "Even so, come,
Lo rd Jesus".
In spite of this reviewer's AMillennial
views whieh clash with the author's PreMillennialism as to the manner of Christ's
return, yet he feels that all evangelical
Christians can profit from the study of
this booklet and ought to join hands in
preaching the return of the ir risen and
ascended Lord This study will help us to
appreciate the actuality and the certainty
of Christ's retum and as such it ought to
be highly appreciated by Christians everywhere.
HENRY R. YAN TIL
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by DR. J. H. KROeZe
Published by J. H. Kok. Kampen, \960. 296
peges, f 8.75.

With this volume a work begun forty
years ago, to which tbe most Qualified
exegetes have given their best efforts, co n ~
slsting of sixtyone volumes, comes to
completion. Congratulations to the publisher
a nd the au thors! Faith and perseverance
have won the day, under the blessing or
Cod. Let us thank God for the vision of
the publisher and the assiduous labor and
unflagging energy of the scholars involved.
This work has been and still is a great
blessing to the Reformed community in
the Netherlands, North America and in
South Africa.
Dr. Kroeze, the author of th is final
volume, is a teacher at PotcheIstroom University in South Alrica. He has done an
excellent job on this difficult book of the
Bible. He hM not evaded difficulties, and
handles every problem with great caution
lind wisdom, in such a manner that those
who have not had the advantages of scientific training in Lhe field, can still follow
the interpretation. 10 the introduction the
author deals with tbe content, the author,
the origin, the COmposition, the goal, the
historicity, and the character of the book.
He also adds a special treutment on the
figure of Job in the history of art, which
will delight students of art.
The theme of the book of Job is not
the sufferi ng of the righteous and the quesgnt!l
tion of Joh's uprightness hut the sove~i
of God. This is affirmed and hammered
In with unremitting perseverance by Dr.
Kroeze. The book of Job presents the
essence of religion as the adoration of the
Sovereign Ruler and Maker of the universe.
This is demonstrated in the life of Job.
In poverty and in riches, in sickness and
in heal th, "Blessed be the name of the
Lord"!
HENRY R. VAN 'ilL

Into the light of Christianity
by WILLIAM J. SCHNElt
Biker: $2.95

This little volume is the second one
written by the author since leaving the
Jehovah's Witness Sect. If you have read tbe
first book, Thlrtl/ Ywrs A Watchtower
Slave, you will certainly want to re.1d this
volume. The two boc;lks differ in that the
first book speaks of the deplorable condition of a person caught in the web of the
cult, while in this book the author pictures
precisely what the title states, his journey
into the light of Christianity.
In pursuing the tbeme the author treats
the reader to an excellent discussion of
a number of peculiar doctrines taught in
this sect: "I'l ell Is tbe Grave", "Man Is a
_Soul", "Denial of the Deity of _Christ,"

ending with a chapter "Christianity or Cults :
Which?"
Mr. Schnell directs a most earnest and
inviting appeal to th o.~e
still bound by
the shackles of the Jehovah's Witnesses.
We are sure each reader will enjoy this
book as he is made to live along with the
author in laying aside his shackles. Above
all, those who have wondered how to
attack and refute the members of t!lis
sect when approached by them should
by all means read this book, a nd acquire
the pamphlet condensed from Thin!! Yeti"
a Watchtower Slave, "Another Cospel".
One of the outstanding features of th l"
book is the way the author sets the errors
of this sect over against the teaching of
Scripture.
JOHN J. BYKER

Tempest Ove r Scotland
by NORMAN E. NYGAARD

When one is req uested to review a book,
he would so much like to give a favorable
opinion of a worK on which the author
has labored hopefully. However, honesty
de m an d s the statement that Tempest
ooer Scotland has very little literary value.
The au thor does give a fairly good picture
of the contemporary scene of Knolt's day.
The sovereigns of England, Edward VI,
Bloody Mary, and Elizabeth, and the
sovereign of Scotland, Queen Mary, are
recognizable. Also the capture of Knox by
the French and his term as galley slave on
a French ship is history. When the author
quotes frolll Knox's First DIMI of tJIB
Trumpet agairm th e Monstrous Regimnlt of
\Vomen, the note of au thenticity is apparent.
None of the characters of the book,
however, is a real flesh and blood individua l. The language is stilted and there
is a liberal sprinkling of cliches. Perhaps
the author knows the Scottish accent but
in the book it does not ring true. The
romance of John KnOl[ and Marjory Bower
arouses no romantic memories or dcsires in
the reader's heart. It seems too artificially
contrived.
This novel does contain a great deal of
religious and Reformation sentiment, but
too often the religious words seem to have
bcen plac~
in the character's mouth rather
than that they arise out of the speaker's
heart. The author might have succeeded
hetter by giving a historical account of
KnOlt rather than by attempting to use
the medium of the novel.
Calvin College
JOH N DE BIE

The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians
by RALPH P. MAUJN$3.oo

The Gospel According to John
by it V. G. TASKER  $3.00

The Epistles of Paul to the Colossians
and to Philemon
by H. M. CARSON  $2,00
Eerdmlns Publilhing Co., Gr.nd R.pids, Mich.

These commentaries arc volumes 4, 11
and 12 of the New Tesmment Tyndale
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Series. The entire series has a specinl
appeal to laymen. Those who teach will
find the commentaries both benefidal Rnd
enjoyable reading and those who enjoy
priva te study will want these volumes in
their libraries.
This does not imply that ministers would
not benefit from the use of these commentaries. The books are scholarly, well organi:!:cd and their authors show ability in
expounding the Scriptures.
There is very little superficial material
in these volumes. They are brief and to
the point, with a negligible amount of
homiletic and illustratiVe ma terial. The
value of each book outweighs the cost.
However, in my opinion, the value of
these volumes would be enriched if the
prophetic voice were oftener directed to OW'
chaotic age.
JOHN ]. BYKER

The Holy Spirit, His Person and Work
by EDWARD HENRY BICKERSTETH
Kreg el Pubtic. lions, Gr.nd R. pids, 1959.

192 pp. $2.95.

The recent appearance of It spate of new
books on the Holy Spirit marks a healthy
upturn of interest in the TIlird Person of
the Trinity who is undoubtedly the least
understood of the Persons of the Codhead.
In this tlll'.tcfore can be seen a recognition
tllat here at least there is yet fallow ground,
perhaps even virgin soil, needing the further
cHorts of Scriptural exegesis to which the
Church today is prope1"ly addressing itself.
This book as a rCI) rint, originally appearing in 1869 under the title, The Spirit of
Life, by the Anglican bishop of Exeter,
author of many books during his lifetime,
may be regarded as found ational to an understanding of the Holy Spirit and his divine
activity. In the words of the author, fa
object is not to present a "learned disquisition on abstruse points," but to furnish
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a repertory of Scripture proofs for teachen.
missionaries, evangelists. and pastors Uto
which tllCY can easily refer for at least the
leading subjects of this great and exhaustleu theme" (p. 7).
Bickersteth then ably proceeds to develop
his subject in nine chapters, taking the first
five to (."Onsider the witness of Scripture to
the Holy Spirit, his distinct Personality, his
eternal Godhead, his unction of Christ, and
his inspiration of the Scriptures. Then three
chapters are devoted to tradng his working
in the heart of man as he strives wi th the
world, quickens dead souls to life, and
progressively sanctifies the believer. The
final chapter deals with his work in the
everlasting Kingdom.
The author's Christian humility, as noted
in the above quotation from p. 7, should
not however obscure his scholarship which
may be seen, for instance, throughout in
the text by his extensive giving of the original Hebrew and Creek words and phrases
(howbeit in supplementing parentheses), as
well as In a number of 1e.1rned footnotes,
some of which deal with interesting subjects given in rather full detail
That 8iclcersteth is an evangelical but not
a wholly consistent Calvinist may also be
seen at such places as p. 115 and p. 128
where the truth of Cod's irresistible saving
grace is not properly recognized. Moreover,
on p. 122 he erroneously equates the water
of John 3:5 with the sacrament of baptism.
These shortcomings, howevu, do not de-tract from the thrust of Blckersteth·s presentation as a whole. His chapter on -rho

Holy Spirit Sanctifying the Believer," is, as
a matter of fact. outstanding. And the
warning he gives in COWl(lCtion with an observation he makes on the sanctifying work
of the Holy Spirit as begun at once in conversion a nd thereafter continuing pr0gressively, while almost one hundred years old,
is as much in order today illI when first
penned. "It is most necessary for us to
hold this truth firmly and intelligently in
these dangerous times, when many fix their
thoughts so exclUSively on tile new birth
that they practically slight the need of
growth In the divine life [coming to expression today in the antinomian tendencies of
much of modem Fundamentalism}; and
others presume to aHino that those who are
In Christ are not only perfectly justified,
which is true, but also perfectly sanctified,
which is untrue" ( p. 141) [seen In the
doctrines of the Perfectionisa of variegated
hue today}.
This book will repay the study of its
contents by minister and layman alike.
RAYMOND O. ZORN
Fawn Crove, Pa.
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